Chinatown Culture & History Crawl

Stroll the streets of one of North America’s largest Chinatown districts and immerse yourself in culture and heritage.

**Start** Chinatown Millennium Gate
**Distance** 1 mile (1.5km)
**Duration** one hour

1. **Enter Chinatown by the Millennium Gate** erected in 2002 to replace an earlier 1912 model.

2. **Examine the quirky Jack Chow Building**, reputedly the world’s narrowest office block.

3. **Check out the tranquil pools** inside the lovely, landscaped Dr Sun Yat-Sen Classical Chinese Garden on a guided tour.

4. **Turn right onto Pender St** passing rows of antique Chinatown buildings – some of the city’s oldest storefronts.

5. **Turn left onto Main St** and admire the handsome edifice of the Carnegie Centre, a former library that’s now a community center.

6. **Decamp to the Vancouver Police Museum** and explore the city’s past, from confiscated weapons to unsolved crimes.

**Take a Break...**

The best of the cluster of Chinese eateries on Pender St is *Sai Woo.*